SPACE MEDICINE
ASSOCIATION LUNCHEON
Thursday, May 14 • 11:30am – 1:30pm
N. Hemisphere A3/A4, Walt Disney World Dolphin Hotel

Guest Speaker:

Story Musgrave, MD

The SMA is pleased to host Dr. Story Musgrave as the featured
speaker during the SMA luncheon. Dr. Musgrave became a US
Astronaut in 1967. He was a NASA astronaut for over 30 years and
flew on six spaceflights (STS-6, STS-51F, STS-33, STS-44, STS-61,
and STS-80). Dr. Musgrave spent a total of 1,281 hours 59 minutes,
22 seconds in space. He performed the first shuttle spacewalk on
Challenger's first flight, was a pilot on an astronomy mission,
conducted two classified DOD missions, was the lead spacewalker
on the Hubble Telescope repair mission, and on his last flight, he
operated an electronic chip manufacturing satellite on Columbia.

He left NASA in August 1997 to pursue private interests.

AsMA SPACE MEDICINE ASSOCIATION
The Benefits of SMA Membership


Promotes professional fellowship in Space Medicine



Promotes Space Medicine continuing education through SMA-sponsored and SMAendorsed sessions at the annual AsMA meeting



Recognizes and encourages development of early career professionals through
support of educational programs and annual presentation of the Young Investigator
Award



Encourages college/medical/resident/fellowship students with demonstrated
academic achievement to pursue interests in Space Medicine by awarding the
Jeffrey R. Davis Scholarship



Encourages students with demonstrated academic achievement to pursue interests
in Space Biology and Space Medical Operations by awarding the Wyle Scholarship



Recognizes highly meritorious contributions in advancing research in the field of
Space Medicine with the Jeffrey P. Sutton Scientific Achievement Award



Recognizes first or primary authors of outstanding Space Medicine articles in the
Aerospace Medicine and Human Performance journal with the Journal Publication
Award



Recognizes career excellence and outstanding contributions in advancing frontiers in
Space Medicine with the Lifetime Achievement Award



Promotes recognition of peers in Space Medicine and allied sciences through
nominations for awards presented by AsMA



Serves as a forum for international exchange on Space Medicine issues



Serves as a resource and advocate for Space Medicine-related issues



Provides support to nominations on Fellows to AsMA



Provides access to the “Members Only” section of the SMA website, membership
directory, Constitution, bylaws, space medicine bulletin board, committee meeting
information and historical archives



Must be an AsMA member to join SMA

